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Welcome to the Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’

name is Mary and I am an experienced butter

lived on the family farm for over

is to know about cows and butter

guides I can share my many years of

On your butter-making journey

interesting and exciting lessons about Irish butter, with plenty

of fun activities throughout to help you test your butter

knowledge. You will even get the opportunity to put y

theory into practice by getting

Hi there, our names are

eleven years old and in sixth class. Our families own large dairy

in Michelstown, Co. Cork

certain breed of cow that produces a

Granny 

Museum Schools’

know a lot about cows and butter

alongside our Granny

From what Granny said, you will

classroom

would like to invite

Museum!

making butter and stories

BBBButterutterutterutter----makers’makers’makers’makers’

Museum Trail CMuseum Trail CMuseum Trail CMuseum Trail C

earn your very own butter certificate,

butter-maker!

  

 

Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’Cork Butter Museum Schools’    ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience. My 

and I am an experienced butter-maker. I have 

farm for over 60 years and know all there 

is to know about cows and butter-making. As one of your 

guides I can share my many years of butter-making 

experience with you. 

making journey you will explore the many 

interesting and exciting lessons about Irish butter, with plenty 

of fun activities throughout to help you test your butter 

get the opportunity to put your butter 

theory into practice by getting to make your very own butter! 

there, our names are Donal and Aoife and we are cousins

eleven years old and in sixth class. Our families own large dairy

in Michelstown, Co. Cork, with over 200 Friesian cows!

certain breed of cow that produces a lot of milk. You already met our

 and learned a bit about what to expect from

Museum Schools’ Experience. We would like to be your guides too.

know a lot about cows and butter-making from working

alongside our Granny. 

From what Granny said, you will first learn about butter

classroom. When you complete these lessons and make

would like to invite to take a school trip out to see the Cork Butter

Museum! This is a special museum with exhibitions 

making butter and stories all about butter-making.

makers’makers’makers’makers’    TTTTourourourour around the museum and then 

Museum Trail CMuseum Trail CMuseum Trail CMuseum Trail Challengehallengehallengehallenge    afterwards. Finish both of 

our very own butter certificate, proving that you are

maker!

and we are cousins. We are both 

eleven years old and in sixth class. Our families own large dairy farms 

cows! These are a 

You already met our 

from your Cork Butter 

We would like to be your guides too. We 

from working on a farm 

learn about butter in the 

and make your butter we 

t to see the Cork Butter 

exhibitions dedicated to 

making. You can go on TTTThehehehe    

around the museum and then take The Cork BThe Cork BThe Cork BThe Cork Butterutterutterutter    

both of these and you will 

proving that you are qualified 
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About Cork Butter Museum


The Cork Butter Museum is a unique institution, celebrating one of the


stories of Ireland, the butter trade. Located in the historic Shandon area of Cork city, 


the story begins with the central role of dairy culture in the Island of Saints and 


Scholars. The Museum goes on to describe the internationally importa


Exchange in nineteenth century Cork, the traditional craf


the modern success of the Kerrygold brand. In the course of this story, the 


commercial, social, and domestic life of Ireland is recalled


Beginning with the origins of dairying in Ireland,


practice of preserving butter in bogs, 


Ireland and cattle raiding. 


The entire ground-floor gallery displays traditional butter


development of the dairy industry in the twentieth century is also explored and the 


story is brought completely up


visual presentation on the industry since the early 


1960’s. Throughout the Museum


enhanced by clear and informative panels covering all 


aspects of the dairy culture in Ireland.


A gallery in the Museum is dedicated to the culture of 


cattle and dairying in Early Ireland. In this society, 


cows were not simply a source of valuable f


such as butter and cheese but also the measure of 


wealth and standing.  


The gallery features a keg of thou


butter and accompanying panels on the food and 


society in Island of the Saints and Scholars.


Cork and the Butter Exchange


This part of the Museum deals with the development 


of Cork as a city trading on the Atlantic in the 1700’s 


and the development of the Cork Butter Exchange, 


which became the largest butter market in the world.


Seen here, is a firkin or barrel, typical of the type in 


which farmers would have brought their butter 


the Butter Exchange. The development of the Cork 


Butter Exchange, Cork’s international tr


and the ‘Butter Roads’ are examined 


gallery.  


About Cork Butter Museum 


The Cork Butter Museum is a unique institution, celebrating one of the


stories of Ireland, the butter trade. Located in the historic Shandon area of Cork city, 


the story begins with the central role of dairy culture in the Island of Saints and 


Scholars. The Museum goes on to describe the internationally importa


Exchange in nineteenth century Cork, the traditional craft of home butter


the modern success of the Kerrygold brand. In the course of this story, the 


commercial, social, and domestic life of Ireland is recalled. 


origins of dairying in Ireland, the gallery display deals with the Irish 


e of preserving butter in bogs, the importance of milch cows in medieval 


floor gallery displays traditional butter-making equipm


development of the dairy industry in the twentieth century is also explored and the 


story is brought completely up-to-date with an audio-


visual presentation on the industry since the early 


1960’s. Throughout the Museum, the displays are 


y clear and informative panels covering all 


aspects of the dairy culture in Ireland. 


A gallery in the Museum is dedicated to the culture of 


cattle and dairying in Early Ireland. In this society, 


cows were not simply a source of valuable foods, 


but also the measure of 


The gallery features a keg of thousand-year-old 


accompanying panels on the food and 


Saints and Scholars. 


Cork and the Butter Exchange 


Museum deals with the development 


of Cork as a city trading on the Atlantic in the 1700’s 


and the development of the Cork Butter Exchange, 


which became the largest butter market in the world. 


is a firkin or barrel, typical of the type in 


which farmers would have brought their butter in to 


the Butter Exchange. The development of the Cork 


Butter Exchange, Cork’s international trade in butter, 


oads’ are examined in separate 


The Cork Butter Museum is a unique institution, celebrating one of the great success 


stories of Ireland, the butter trade. Located in the historic Shandon area of Cork city, 


the story begins with the central role of dairy culture in the Island of Saints and 


Scholars. The Museum goes on to describe the internationally important Butter 


t of home butter-making and 


the modern success of the Kerrygold brand. In the course of this story, the 


the gallery display deals with the Irish 


the importance of milch cows in medieval 


making equipment. The 


development of the dairy industry in the twentieth century is also explored and the 
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Booking a Visit to the Museum


Booking a visit: To book a class visit to 


21 4300 600 or: info@corkbutter.museum


Opening hours 


November to February: Sat & Sun, 


March to October: Daily, 10:00am 


(July & August 10:00am – 6:00pm)


Group tours & off-season visits


Admission prices 


Full €4.00 


Seniors/Students €3.00 


School Students €1.50 


Children under 12 (no charge


Contact us 


The Cork Butter Museum 


The Tony O’Reilly Centre 


O’Connell Square 


Shandon 


Cork 


Ireland 


Tel 353 (0) 21 4300 600 


info@corkbutter.museum 


TWITTER: @buttermuseum 


Map 


 


 


Booking a Visit to the Museum 


Booking a visit: To book a class visit to the museum, contact the Museum 


info@corkbutter.museum 


Sat & Sun, 11:00am – 3:00pm. 


Daily, 10:00am – 5:00pm.  


6:00pm) 


season visits: by prior arrangement. 


Children under 12 (no charge) 


 


 


 


the museum, contact the Museum on +353 (0) 
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Before your visit to the museum


• Although it is not necessary, we recommend that the teacher visits the museum 


before they bring their class


the museum. It allows the teacher a 


contained in the museum and also the layout of the museum.


• Visit the Cork Butter Museum website http://www.corkbutt


information, location etc.


• Book your visit in advance to guarantee access to the museum. Email


info@corkbutter.museum


• Read through the children’s


your visit. It is not necessary to teach all five lessons


one or two lessons/ subject areas.


• It is a good idea to begin the unit by exploring the website


http://www.askaboutireland.ie/learning


places/cork-city/food-and


food markets in Cork. 


• Each lesson begins with a section


children will be exposed to throughout the lesson and during their visit to the 


museum. Flashcards of new vocabulary can b


pack. Time allocated to the new vocabulary


visit are meaningful to the children


• Each lesson clearly outlines the learning objectives for the children and concludes with 


a self- assessment section


• A typical visit to the museum takes 1


receive a tour of the museum and


will also be provided with an opp


the visit, the children will be presented with a ‘Butter


• A teacher may decide to make butter with the class prior to the visit. This is optional


as the children will be provided with 


To make butter, put full fat cream in an air tight container


and forth until the cream thickens. When you shake the jar, the fat and protein stick 


together to form the butter. The 


• A number of characters appear through


introduce new concepts in a child


these characters in the first lesson.


 


Before your visit to the museum 


Although it is not necessary, we recommend that the teacher visits the museum 


ir class. This can make a difference to how the class experience 


the museum. It allows the teacher a chance to familiarise themsel


contained in the museum and also the layout of the museum. 


utter Museum website http://www.corkbutter.museum/ 


information, location etc. 


Book your visit in advance to guarantee access to the museum. Email


info@corkbutter.museum or Telephone:+353 (0) 21 4300 600 


Read through the children’s lessons. Decide if you will teach all five lessons prior to 


your visit. It is not necessary to teach all five lessons- a teacher may decide to focus on 


one or two lessons/ subject areas. 


It is a good idea to begin the unit by exploring the website 


http://www.askaboutireland.ie/learning-zone/primary-students/looking


and-farming/corks-food-markets/ which gives a brief history 


Each lesson begins with a section, which focuses on the new vocabulary which the 


children will be exposed to throughout the lesson and during their visit to the 


museum. Flashcards of new vocabulary can be found in the resource section of this 


pack. Time allocated to the new vocabulary, will ensure that the lessons and museum 


visit are meaningful to the children. 


Each lesson clearly outlines the learning objectives for the children and concludes with 


section- ‘What have I learned?’. 


A typical visit to the museum takes 1 hour 15mins. During this visit the children will 


eceive a tour of the museum and participate in a ‘treasure hunt’ activity. The children 


will also be provided with an opportunity to make their own butter. In conclusion to 


the visit, the children will be presented with a ‘Butter-Maker Certificate’.


A teacher may decide to make butter with the class prior to the visit. This is optional


as the children will be provided with this opportunity during their trip to the museum. 


To make butter, put full fat cream in an air tight container. Shake the container back 


and forth until the cream thickens. When you shake the jar, the fat and protein stick 


together to form the butter. The left over liquid is called the buttermilk.


ber of characters appear throughout the children’s’ lessons. The characters 


roduce new concepts in a child-friendly manner. The children are introduced to 


these characters in the first lesson. 


Although it is not necessary, we recommend that the teacher visits the museum 


. This can make a difference to how the class experience 


chance to familiarise themselves with artefacts 


er.museum/ for more 


Book your visit in advance to guarantee access to the museum. Email 


ide if you will teach all five lessons prior to 


a teacher may decide to focus on 


students/looking-at-


which gives a brief history of 


which focuses on the new vocabulary which the 


children will be exposed to throughout the lesson and during their visit to the 


e found in the resource section of this 


will ensure that the lessons and museum 


Each lesson clearly outlines the learning objectives for the children and concludes with 


hour 15mins. During this visit the children will 


participate in a ‘treasure hunt’ activity. The children 


ortunity to make their own butter. In conclusion to 


Maker Certificate’. 


A teacher may decide to make butter with the class prior to the visit. This is optional, 


this opportunity during their trip to the museum. 


. Shake the container back 


and forth until the cream thickens. When you shake the jar, the fat and protein stick 


left over liquid is called the buttermilk. 


lessons. The characters 


friendly manner. The children are introduced to 
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Cork Buter Museum and 


Curriculum 


The key curriculum links that 


are within the S.E.S.E. curriculum. However, there are many opportunities to the visit 


as a way of integrating a range 


S.E.S.E.-History 


Strand: Working as an historian.


• Time and chronology. 


• Using evidence. 


Strand: Continuity and change over t


• Food and farming. 


• Barter, trade and money


• Workshops and factories


Strand: Local Studies. 


• Building, sites or ruins in my locality


 


S.E.S.E. -Science 


Strand: Materials. 


• Properties and characteristics of materials


• Materials and change. 


 


S.E.S.E. - Geography 


 Maps, globes and graphical skills


• Using pictures, maps and models


• Maps and globes. 


Strand: Human Environments


• People living and working in the local area


• People at work. 


 


English 


• Cognitive skills. 


• Speaking and listening skills


 


Gaeilge 


• Bia. 


 


Visual Arts  


• Looking at and responding


• Drawing. 


Cork Buter Museum and The Primary School 


that the teacher can make on a visit to Cork Butter Museum 


are within the S.E.S.E. curriculum. However, there are many opportunities to the visit 


as a way of integrating a range of subjects:  


ian. 


 


Continuity and change over time. 


rade and money. 


actories. 


ruins in my locality. 


Properties and characteristics of materials. 


 


Maps, globes and graphical skills. 


Using pictures, maps and models. 


Environments. 


People living and working in the local area. 


peaking and listening skills. 


king at and responding.  


Primary School 


the teacher can make on a visit to Cork Butter Museum 


are within the S.E.S.E. curriculum. However, there are many opportunities to the visit 
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Cork Buter Museum and The Primary School 


Curriculum 


 


Mathematics 


• Numbers. 


• Measures. 


 


S.P.H.E. 


• Myself and the wider world


• Developing citizenship.


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


    


Cork Buter Museum and The Primary School 


Myself and the wider world. 


. 


Cork Buter Museum and The Primary School 
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Butter Museum Lessons


Lesson 1- Geography: Butter Today 


 


Learning Objectives 


The children will be 


enabled to: 


 


Vocabulary  


Alternative, buttermilk, margarine, vegetable oil, 


making, dairy farming, The Golden Vale, product, butter
 


 


 


Strand/ Strand Units 


Geography Strand: 


Strand Unit:


Lesson outline 


In this lesson, the children discuss the value of butter in our everyday lives. Butter is a 


commodity which we sometimes take for granted. The children 


what real butter is, comparing the difference between real butter and other 


alternatives.  


Irish butter is recognised world-


example, as our most recognised brand


butter taste so good. They explore factors such as cli


which influence the Irish butter


importance of the farmer’s role in producing 


Butter Museum Lessons  


Butter Today  


o Understand and appreciate the value of butter 


in our everyday lives. 


o Discuss Kerrygold, as Irelands most successful 


butter brand.  


o Compare real butter to other alternatives.


o Discuss and understand what makes 


butter so popular and superior to other 


country’s butters. 


o Discuss and appreciate the farmer’s role in 


producing Irish butter. 


lternative, buttermilk, margarine, vegetable oil, climate, fertile, graze, export


making, dairy farming, The Golden Vale, product, butter-maker. 


 • Human environments. 


Strand Unit: • People living and working in the local 


area. 


Sub Units- 


• People at work. 


• Settlements- Homes and other 


buildings. 


the children discuss the value of butter in our everyday lives. Butter is a 


we sometimes take for granted. The children progress to 


what real butter is, comparing the difference between real butter and other 


-wide for it’s superior quality. Kerrygold is used as an 


example, as our most recognised brands. The children discover the reasons why


explore factors such as climate and fertile lands


the Irish butter-making process. The children discuss and explore the 


farmer’s role in producing good quality butter. 


 


Understand and appreciate the value of butter 


Discuss Kerrygold, as Irelands most successful 


Compare real butter to other alternatives. 


Discuss and understand what makes Irish 


and superior to other 


Discuss and appreciate the farmer’s role in 


climate, fertile, graze, export, butter-


 


and working in the local 


Homes and other 


the children discuss the value of butter in our everyday lives. Butter is a 


progress to talk about 


what real butter is, comparing the difference between real butter and other 


Kerrygold is used as an 


. The children discover the reasons why Irish 


mate and fertile lands- factors 


making process. The children discuss and explore the 
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Extra Activities 


Word search- Geography Lesson 1


Design your own butter label and slogan


 


    


Butter Museum Lessons


 Lesson 1- History: Butter of the Past


Strand/ Strand Units 


History Strand: 


Strand Unit:


Strand: 


Strand Unit:


 


Learning Objectives 


The children will be 


enabled to: 


• Discuss how the 


provide them with essential materials and food from 


day to day. 


• Consider


in the day to day lives


• Study the food pyra


with a particular emphasis on butter. Discuss the 


nutritional value


• Discuss and explore an ancient method of food 


preservation used in Ireland.


 


Vocabulary  


First farmers, Neolithic, crystallise


leather, trading, native, preservation, extinct


 


 


Differentiation • Extra activities for early


• Oral language flashcards


Assessment • What


• Teacher q


• Teacher observa


Lesson 1. 


and slogan. 


Butter Museum Lessons 


Butter of the Past 


 


Strand Unit: 


• Local studies. 


• Buildings, sites or ruins in my locality.


 


Strand Unit: 


• Continuity and change over time.


• Food and Farming. 


• Barter, trade and money.


Discuss how the first farmers were reliant on cows to 


provide them with essential materials and food from 


day to day.  


Consider the importance of fat rich foods, such as 


in the day to day lives of the first farmers


Study the food pyramid and the various food groups, 


with a particular emphasis on butter. Discuss the 


nutritional value of butter. 


Discuss and explore an ancient method of food 


preservation used in Ireland. 


First farmers, Neolithic, crystallises, Hunter- gatherers, domesticate, dairy products, 


, native, preservation, extinct, coracles, food pyramid, Bog Butter, keg.


Extra activities for early finishers. 


Oral language flashcards. 


What have I learned worksheet- Assessment of l


Teacher questioning. 


Teacher observation. 


Buildings, sites or ruins in my locality. 


Continuity and change over time. 


Barter, trade and money. 


were reliant on cows to 


provide them with essential materials and food from 


fat rich foods, such as butter 


of the first farmers.  


mid and the various food groups, 


with a particular emphasis on butter. Discuss the 


Discuss and explore an ancient method of food 


dairy products, 


, coracles, food pyramid, Bog Butter, keg. 


Assessment of learning. 
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Lesson outline 


In this lesson, the children discuss


for over 6,000 years- since the first farmers arrived in Neolithic Ireland


The children learn how cattle were vital in the lives’ of early settlers


them with beef, leather, horn, bone and dairy products. Lack of transport 


trading between countries. As a result


The children explore the concept of ‘native’


The nutritional value of butter is discussed 


important in the very physical lives of the F


discussed. The children are introduced to ‘Bog B


butter in the bogs used by people in the past. 


 


Extra Activities 


Crossword- History Lesson 1. 


Food pyramid activities. 


    


Butter Museum Lessons


Lesson 2- Geography: Butter Riches


 


Strand/ Strand Units 


Geography Strand: 


Strand Unit:


    


Differentiation • Extra activities for early


• Oral language flashcards


Assessment • What have I learned worksheet


• Teacher q


• Teacher observa


discuss the Irish history of raising cattle and butter


since the first farmers arrived in Neolithic Ireland, around 4000BC. 


The children learn how cattle were vital in the lives’ of early settlers, as they provided 


them with beef, leather, horn, bone and dairy products. Lack of transport 


As a result, the diets of the early settlers were 


explore the concept of ‘native’ foods- plants and animals.  


lue of butter is discussed and why fat-rich foods, like butter


physical lives of the First farmers. The idea of food preservation


hildren are introduced to ‘Bog Butter’ - the method of preserving 


butter in the bogs used by people in the past.  


Lessons 


Butter Riches 


 • Human environments. 


Strand Unit: • People living and working in the local 


area. 


Sub Units- 


• People at work. 


• Settlements- homes and other 


buildings. 


 


Maps, globes and graphical skills


• Using pictures, maps and models


• Maps and globes. 


Extra activities for early finishers. 


Oral language flashcards. 


What have I learned worksheet- Assessment of Learning


Teacher questioning. 


Teacher observation. 


of raising cattle and butter-making 


around 4000BC. 


as they provided 


them with beef, leather, horn, bone and dairy products. Lack of transport reduced 


the diets of the early settlers were very limited. 


 


rich foods, like butter were so 


food preservation is 


the method of preserving 


 


People living and working in the local 


omes and other 


graphical skills. 


Using pictures, maps and models. 


ssment of Learning. 
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Learning Objectives 


The children will be 


enabled to:    
 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 
• 


• 


• 


• Discuss the Committee of Merchants and the grading 


system and how this helped ensure our butter’s success 


overseas.
 


Vocabulary  


Exchange, possession, barter, source, wealth, chieftains, nobles, rented, landlords, 


tenants, evicted, produce, shipped


Butter Roads, Committee of Merchants, weighing houses, weigh masters.
 


Lesson outline 


In this lesson the children continue to disscuss the farmer’s role in producing 


The concept of ‘bartering’- a system of exchanging goods and services in return for 


other goods and services is explored. In ancient times cows were seen as a possession 


of the highest value. The Irish people used cows to 


began conquering Ireland in the 12th cent


The children examine a typical contract between a landlord and a tenant. The landlords 


gave the tenants land to live on but as payment they


cows, milking them and making butter from the milk. It was the duty of the tenants to 


bring the milk and butter to the market


landlord. 


By the 18
th


 century, butter was exported to Britain and soon after, to other countries 


around the world. Cork harbour was chosen as the place from which butter would be 


exported. The children discuss Cork Harbour, the second largest natural harbour in the 


world. They examine a map of Cork Harbour and the surrounding towns and villages.


The butter was transported in firkins


of weigh masters and the process of grading butter


Irish butter. These new laws meant that any farmer who wanted to sell his butter had 


to come into Cork City.  


Examine and discuss the farmer’s role in producing 


butter. 


Understand Barter as a system of exchanging goods or 


services in return for other goods or services


were the highest form of payment. 


Discuss the working relationship between the English 


landlord and the Irish tenant. 


Explore the process of exporting butter to other 


countries. 


Look at the use of firkins to transport butt


Discuss the role of ‘weigh masters’ and the process of 


grading butter. 


Examine the effects of butter-making success in Cork


and the consequential development of the city.


Understand the impact of the Butter Roads on the city 


and surrounding countryside? 


Discuss the Committee of Merchants and the grading 


system and how this helped ensure our butter’s success 


overseas. 


xchange, possession, barter, source, wealth, chieftains, nobles, rented, landlords, 


, shipped, firkin, cooper, voyages, businesses, expand


Butter Roads, Committee of Merchants, weighing houses, weigh masters.


In this lesson the children continue to disscuss the farmer’s role in producing 


a system of exchanging goods and services in return for 


other goods and services is explored. In ancient times cows were seen as a possession 


f the highest value. The Irish people used cows to barter. It was only after 


began conquering Ireland in the 12th century that things began to change.


The children examine a typical contract between a landlord and a tenant. The landlords 


gave the tenants land to live on but as payment they had to look after the landlord


milking them and making butter from the milk. It was the duty of the tenants to 


bring the milk and butter to the market, where it could be sold on behalf of the 


butter was exported to Britain and soon after, to other countries 


Cork harbour was chosen as the place from which butter would be 


exported. The children discuss Cork Harbour, the second largest natural harbour in the 


a map of Cork Harbour and the surrounding towns and villages.


The butter was transported in firkins- air tight containers. The children discuss the r


and the process of grading butter, so as to improve the quality of all 


hese new laws meant that any farmer who wanted to sell his butter had 


Examine and discuss the farmer’s role in producing 


as a system of exchanging goods or 


for other goods or services. Cows 


Discuss the working relationship between the English 


Explore the process of exporting butter to other 


Look at the use of firkins to transport butter. 


Discuss the role of ‘weigh masters’ and the process of 


making success in Cork 


and the consequential development of the city. 


Understand the impact of the Butter Roads on the city 


Discuss the Committee of Merchants and the grading 


system and how this helped ensure our butter’s success 


xchange, possession, barter, source, wealth, chieftains, nobles, rented, landlords, 


, expand, sealed, 


Butter Roads, Committee of Merchants, weighing houses, weigh masters.                               


In this lesson the children continue to disscuss the farmer’s role in producing butter. 


a system of exchanging goods and services in return for 


other goods and services is explored. In ancient times cows were seen as a possession 


barter. It was only after the British 


ury that things began to change. 


The children examine a typical contract between a landlord and a tenant. The landlords 


had to look after the landlords’ 


milking them and making butter from the milk. It was the duty of the tenants to 


where it could be sold on behalf of the 


butter was exported to Britain and soon after, to other countries 


Cork harbour was chosen as the place from which butter would be 


exported. The children discuss Cork Harbour, the second largest natural harbour in the 


a map of Cork Harbour and the surrounding towns and villages. 


air tight containers. The children discuss the role 


, so as to improve the quality of all 


hese new laws meant that any farmer who wanted to sell his butter had 
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The city became so busy that the people of C


so that people could travel into the city from one side to the other. In add


new roads were built for the same reason. These new roads were known as the ‘Butter 


Roads’. The children examine a map highlighting these ‘Butter Roads’. 


For many years no butter could ever match Cork butter. However


meant that Cork butter was becoming less popular


Merchants’ was established and their aim was to ensure that Cork butter continued to 


sell overseas. The Committee introduced a grading system for butter


improve and guarantee the quality of Cork b


between 1 and 5.  1 meant the best quality and 5 was the poorest. This new system 


resulted in Cork butter continuing to be bought over seas


 


Extra Activities 


Word search- Geography Lesson 


Write a diary entry. 


 


Differentiation • Extra activities for early


• Oral language flashcards


Assessment • What have I learned worksheet


• Teacher q


• Teacher


 


 


Butter Museum Lessons


Lesson 2- History: Butter Talk
 


 


Vocabulary  


Food production, word of mouth


fairies, supernatural forces, pagan, butterluck, 


Irish fairies: Dullahan, Grogoch, Changeling, Pooka, Leprechaun, Banshee, Merr


 


 


Strand/ Strand Units 


History Strand: 


Strand Unit:


Strand: 


Strand Unit:


the people of Cork decided that bridges were necessary


so that people could travel into the city from one side to the other. In add


new roads were built for the same reason. These new roads were known as the ‘Butter 


The children examine a map highlighting these ‘Butter Roads’.  


For many years no butter could ever match Cork butter. However, growing competition 


meant that Cork butter was becoming less popular overseas. The ‘Committee of 


Merchants’ was established and their aim was to ensure that Cork butter continued to 


sell overseas. The Committee introduced a grading system for butter, in a


guarantee the quality of Cork butter. The butter was given a mark 


between 1 and 5.  1 meant the best quality and 5 was the poorest. This new system 


continuing to be bought over seas. 


esson 2. 


Extra activities for early finishers. 


Oral language flashcards. 


What have I learned worksheet- Assssment of Learning


Teacher questioning. 


Teacher observation. 


Lessons 


Butter Talk 


word of mouth, generation, iron, trial and error, rituals, ward off, the 


fairies, supernatural forces, pagan, butterluck, Piseog, churning, butter churn, list of 


Dullahan, Grogoch, Changeling, Pooka, Leprechaun, Banshee, Merr


 


Strand Unit: 


• Story. 


• Stories from the lives of people in the 


past. 


 


Strand Unit: 


• Continuity and change over time


• Food and farming. 


ork decided that bridges were necessarym 


so that people could travel into the city from one side to the other. In addition to this, 


new roads were built for the same reason. These new roads were known as the ‘Butter 


growing competition 


overseas. The ‘Committee of 


Merchants’ was established and their aim was to ensure that Cork butter continued to 


in an attempt to 


utter. The butter was given a mark 


between 1 and 5.  1 meant the best quality and 5 was the poorest. This new system 


Assssment of Learning. 


, generation, iron, trial and error, rituals, ward off, the 


, churning, butter churn, list of 


Dullahan, Grogoch, Changeling, Pooka, Leprechaun, Banshee, Merrow. 


Stories from the lives of people in the 


Continuity and change over time. 
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Lesson outline 


In this lesson, the children begin by discussing how 


meant that butter-making was often a task of great difficulty.


made it a challenging experience.


for themselves or by the information that had been passed down by 


through the generations before them


the children see for themselves,


might not always be accurate!  


Butter-makers often made the butter by trial and error. Within families, there was a 


certain pride in making better butter than a neighbouring 


method of making butter was a secret that was not shared outside the family. 


making was often also linked with superstitions and was carried out alongside very 


strange rituals. People believed that these rituals would ensure certain good lu


making the butter and ward off the fairies


of mischief. The children are provided with an opportunity


and to also record superstitions which some people still live by today.


 


Extra Activities 


Crossword- History Lesson 2. 


Illustrate and retell your favourite Piseog.


 


 


 


 


 


Differentiation • Extra activities for early


• Oral language flashcards


Assessment • What have I learned worksheet


Learning


• Teacher q


• Teacher observa


begin by discussing how a lack of education in ea


making was often a task of great difficulty. Poor literacy skills also 


erience. People of the past learned by doing and discovering 


or by the information that had been passed down by word of mouth


through the generations before them. Through activities such as ‘Chinese Whispers’, 


, how information passed on through word of mouth


 


makers often made the butter by trial and error. Within families, there was a 


certain pride in making better butter than a neighbouring family’s’. A family’s


method of making butter was a secret that was not shared outside the family. 


linked with superstitions and was carried out alongside very 


strange rituals. People believed that these rituals would ensure certain good lu


making the butter and ward off the fairies- the supernatural forces that caused all sorts 


. The children are provided with an opportunity to read an old


and to also record superstitions which some people still live by today. 


Illustrate and retell your favourite Piseog. 


Extra activities for early finishers. 


Oral language flashcards. 


What have I learned worksheet- Assessment of 


Learning. 


Teacher questioning. 


Teacher observation. 


a lack of education in early Ireland, 


Poor literacy skills also 


and discovering 


word of mouth, 


. Through activities such as ‘Chinese Whispers’, 


word of mouth, 


makers often made the butter by trial and error. Within families, there was a 


A family’s’ unique 


method of making butter was a secret that was not shared outside the family. Butter- 


linked with superstitions and was carried out alongside very 


strange rituals. People believed that these rituals would ensure certain good luck when 


the supernatural forces that caused all sorts 


old Irish Piseog 


 


 


 


 


ssment of 
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Butter Museum Lessons


Lesson 1- Science 


The Science of Butter 


Please Note:  Teachers may choose from two Science lessons


lesson or a lesson which is shorter 


excluded). 


Strand/ Strand Units 


Science Strand: 


Strand Unit:


 


Vocabulary  


Technology, paddle, bacteria, raw mil


Cream Separator, High risk foods, sterilisation, pasteurisation, holding tank, nutrient 


agar, petri dishes, agitated, buttermilk, emulsion, beaters, 


workers, butter granules, vegetable parchment, foil wrapping, branding iron, packing 


machine, butter prints, butter churns:


Rocker churns, Dash churns, Wooden Barrel churns and Glass Jar churns


Learning Objectives 


The children will be 


enabled to: 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 


Butter Museum Lessons 


 


Please Note:  Teachers may choose from two Science lessons- A detailed science 


lesson or a lesson which is shorter (same objectives but less detail, 


 • Materials 


Strand Unit: • Materials and change. 


• Properties and characteristics of 


materials. 


Scientific Skills- 


Questioning, observing, predicting, 


investigating and experimenting, 


recording and communicating.


echnology, paddle, bacteria, raw milk, globules, separation, dense, Centrifugal Milk


igh risk foods, sterilisation, pasteurisation, holding tank, nutrient 


, agitated, buttermilk, emulsion, beaters, butter working, butter 


butter granules, vegetable parchment, foil wrapping, branding iron, packing 


, butter prints, butter churns: Continuous churning, Traditional Batch churning, 


Rocker churns, Dash churns, Wooden Barrel churns and Glass Jar churns


 Discuss and explore the procedure for making butter 


before the development of modern technology.


 Discuss the role of modern technology in producing 


butter. 


 Explore the processes involved in butter production: 


Separation, Pasteurisation, Churning, Washing, 


Draining, Working, Packaging and Storage.


 Conduct an experiment to compare the growth of 


bacteria on raw milk and pasteurised milk.


 Conduct an experiment to show that water and oil 


cannot be mixed. 


 Discuss the characteristics of various types of butter:  


Blended, Clarified, Whipped and Whey butter


A detailed science 


(same objectives but less detail, experiments are 


Materials and change.  


Properties and characteristics of 


Questioning, observing, predicting, 


investigating and experimenting, 


ommunicating. 


, separation, dense, Centrifugal Milk-


igh risk foods, sterilisation, pasteurisation, holding tank, nutrient 


butter working, butter 


butter granules, vegetable parchment, foil wrapping, branding iron, packing 


Traditional Batch churning, 


Rocker churns, Dash churns, Wooden Barrel churns and Glass Jar churns, butter types: 


Discuss and explore the procedure for making butter 


before the development of modern technology. 


Discuss the role of modern technology in producing 


Explore the processes involved in butter production: 


Washing, 


Packaging and Storage. 


Conduct an experiment to compare the growth of 


bacteria on raw milk and pasteurised milk. 


show that water and oil 


he characteristics of various types of butter:  


Blended, Clarified, Whipped and Whey butter. 
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Blended butter, clarified butter, whipped butter, whey butter.
 


Lesson outline 


In this lesson, the children understand that in the not so distant past, it was common 


for people living in the countryside to make their own butter. The children


process of making butter by hand using


butter churns and spades. Advances in butter


children discuss the modern day processes involoved in butter production. Each stage 


of butter production is explored in detail: 


• Separation: Seperating the cream from the milk using the 


Cream Separator and the modern 


smaller and less dense fat globules rise to the top of the liquid.


• Pasteurisation: Dairy products are H


that exists in all dairy products means 


most foods. Pasteurisation is the process of heating a liquid or a food to very 


high temperature in order to the kill harmful bacteria. 


is a modern day invention. As a result, dairy products are much safer to eat 


today, than they were in the past.


The children conduct an experiment to compare the growth of bacteria on raw milk 


and pasteurised milk. 


• Churning: Churning is the main stage of butter production. 


transforms into butter. This change centres on the scientific properties of cream. 


Cream is an emulsion. An emulsion exists when tiny droplets of one type of a 


liquid float around in another type of liquid but do


tiny globules of fat or oil are floating in the liquid. The process of churning 


‘agitates’ the cream, forcing


globules form a chunk of butter. Th


the buttermilk.  


• Preparation of the cream before churning is important too. Keeping the cream at 


a low temperature ensures that the texture of the finished butter will be 


optimal.  


• Over the long history of butter


The children examine a variety of these churns


churn, Wooden Barrel churn


churned by Continuous churning methods


churning. 


The children conduct an experiment to investigate the properties of an emulsion: Can 


oil and water be mixed together?


• Washing, draining and working


from the butter and the butter is worked to achieve the correct consistency.


container holding the butter is repeatedly rinsed w


buttermilk has been completely


remaining liquid out of the butter, the butter gradually becomes firmer. Salt is 


added at this point. The butter is then formed into a rectangular block. Butter 


workers were used in a similar way to butter spades but for 


Blended butter, clarified butter, whipped butter, whey butter. 


the children understand that in the not so distant past, it was common 


for people living in the countryside to make their own butter. The children


process of making butter by hand using water, a little salt and basic equipment


. Advances in butter-making technology are discussed and 


day processes involoved in butter production. Each stage 


of butter production is explored in detail:  


eperating the cream from the milk using the Centrifugal Milk


and the modern day separator. Separation occurs when the 


dense fat globules rise to the top of the liquid. 


Dairy products are High risk foods. The large amount of bacteria 


that exists in all dairy products means that they can spoil far more quickly than 


Pasteurisation is the process of heating a liquid or a food to very 


high temperature in order to the kill harmful bacteria. The pasteuri


is a modern day invention. As a result, dairy products are much safer to eat 


than they were in the past. 


The children conduct an experiment to compare the growth of bacteria on raw milk 


Churning is the main stage of butter production. At this stage cream 


This change centres on the scientific properties of cream. 


emulsion. An emulsion exists when tiny droplets of one type of a 


another type of liquid but do not mix together. In cream, 


tiny globules of fat or oil are floating in the liquid. The process of churning 


‘agitates’ the cream, forcing the fat globules to stick together. Eventually these 


globules form a chunk of butter. The liquid which separates from the butter is 


Preparation of the cream before churning is important too. Keeping the cream at 


a low temperature ensures that the texture of the finished butter will be 


Over the long history of butter-making, many butter churns have been invented. 


The children examine a variety of these churns, such as the Rocker churn, D


arrel churn and Glass Jar churn. Nowadays, the cream is 


Continuous churning methods or by the less common 


The children conduct an experiment to investigate the properties of an emulsion: Can 


oil and water be mixed together? 


and working: In these stages the liquid buttermilk is removed 


from the butter and the butter is worked to achieve the correct consistency.


container holding the butter is repeatedly rinsed with cold water until the 


milk has been completely removed. As the butter spades sque


remaining liquid out of the butter, the butter gradually becomes firmer. Salt is 


added at this point. The butter is then formed into a rectangular block. Butter 


a similar way to butter spades but for larger amounts of 


the children understand that in the not so distant past, it was common 


for people living in the countryside to make their own butter. The children discuss the 


water, a little salt and basic equipment such as 


making technology are discussed and the 


day processes involoved in butter production. Each stage 


Centrifugal Milk-


Separation occurs when the 


large amount of bacteria 


can spoil far more quickly than 


Pasteurisation is the process of heating a liquid or a food to very 


The pasteuriser machine 


is a modern day invention. As a result, dairy products are much safer to eat 


The children conduct an experiment to compare the growth of bacteria on raw milk 


At this stage cream 


This change centres on the scientific properties of cream. 


emulsion. An emulsion exists when tiny droplets of one type of a 


together. In cream, 


tiny globules of fat or oil are floating in the liquid. The process of churning 


Eventually these 


e liquid which separates from the butter is 


Preparation of the cream before churning is important too. Keeping the cream at 


a low temperature ensures that the texture of the finished butter will be 


making, many butter churns have been invented. 


, such as the Rocker churn, Dash 


the cream is mostly 


ss common Batch 


The children conduct an experiment to investigate the properties of an emulsion: Can 


the liquid buttermilk is removed 


from the butter and the butter is worked to achieve the correct consistency. The 


ith cold water until the 


spades squeeze the 


remaining liquid out of the butter, the butter gradually becomes firmer. Salt is 


added at this point. The butter is then formed into a rectangular block. Butter 


larger amounts of 
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butter. Nowadays, the machine


stage. 


• Packaging and Storage: The traditional method of packaging butter was by 


firkin. Firkins were wooden barrels made to 


foods for long periods of 


storing butter, the taste and smell from the wood could be passed on to the 


butter.  Eventually people began to line the inside of the firkin with sheets of 


vegetable parchment. This made the butter tast


other added tastes or smells


• As time went on people 


entire firkins. Butter businesses noticed this and started to use vegetable 


parchment as a way of packaging the smaller blocks of butter.


parchment eventually replaced firkins entirely, as it was seen as just as reliable a 


method for storing and preserving butter


• Similarly, in Ireland nowada


has many of the same advantages as vegetable parchment


protects the butter from air 


spoil and it also helps keep out other flavours and tastes from other foods 


around the butter.  


• In the early days of using 


wrapped by hand. Nowadays it is


from a packing machine. The butter is pumped out of another machine into the 


printed packing and is sealed using metal arms. 


• Branding is another important part of 


branding irons were used to stamp the name of the place where the butter was 


made onto the firkin. Butter prints wer


a similar way. Since the use of vegetable parchment and foil wrapping


names of the butter brands have been printed onto the packaging as a form of 


promotion.  


The children are provided with an opportunity to 


use double cream, a glass jar, water and salt. 


air-tight glass jar. Allow the children to shake the jar vigorously. After some time, 


observe the fat globules sticking together to 


of change- listen to the liquid changing 


The liquid which separates from the butter is the buttermilk. Remove the buttermilk 


from the jar. Afterwards, remove the butter from the jar


ice- cold water or until the water runs clear


Place it on a sloping tray and squeeze any liquid out of the butter. Add some salt to the 


butter for taste and to preserve it. 


The children may then taste the butter. 


and then wrapped in tinfoil and refrigerated. 


 


The children can then record the procedure for ma


 


• The lesson concludes by discussing the characteri


Blended, Clarified, Whipped and Whey butter.


machine used for churning the butter also completes this 


The traditional method of packaging butter was by 


firkin. Firkins were wooden barrels made to preserve and store large amounts of 


foods for long periods of time. Although firkins were excellent containers for 


storing butter, the taste and smell from the wood could be passed on to the 


butter.  Eventually people began to line the inside of the firkin with sheets of 


vegetable parchment. This made the butter taste far better, as there were no 


other added tastes or smells in the butter.  


 started buying smaller amounts of butter


Butter businesses noticed this and started to use vegetable 


packaging the smaller blocks of butter. Vegetable 


eventually replaced firkins entirely, as it was seen as just as reliable a 


method for storing and preserving butter.  


Ireland nowadays, we use the foil and paper wrapping. Foil wrapp


has many of the same advantages as vegetable parchment- the outside foil layer 


protects the butter from air and light that would normally cause the butter to 


t also helps keep out other flavours and tastes from other foods 


In the early days of using foil or vegetable parchment packaging, the butter


wrapped by hand. Nowadays it is part of one process. The packaging is printed 


from a packing machine. The butter is pumped out of another machine into the 


and is sealed using metal arms. It then waits to be transported.


Branding is another important part of the packaging process. In the past, 


branding irons were used to stamp the name of the place where the butter was 


made onto the firkin. Butter prints were also used to mark the block of butter in 


a similar way. Since the use of vegetable parchment and foil wrapping


names of the butter brands have been printed onto the packaging as a form of 


The children are provided with an opportunity to make their own butter


double cream, a glass jar, water and salt. The cream should be poured 


tight glass jar. Allow the children to shake the jar vigorously. After some time, 


observe the fat globules sticking together to form the butter. Note, the different stages 


to the liquid changing and observe it doing so.  


The liquid which separates from the butter is the buttermilk. Remove the buttermilk 


remove the butter from the jar. Wash through a sieve 


until the water runs clear.  


Place it on a sloping tray and squeeze any liquid out of the butter. Add some salt to the 


for taste and to preserve it. Shape the butter into a rectangular block. 


n may then taste the butter. How does it taste? The butter can be ‘branded’ 


and then wrapped in tinfoil and refrigerated.  


then record the procedure for making butter and the end result. 


The lesson concludes by discussing the characteristics of various types of butter:  


Blended, Clarified, Whipped and Whey butter. 


used for churning the butter also completes this 


The traditional method of packaging butter was by 


store large amounts of 


Although firkins were excellent containers for 


storing butter, the taste and smell from the wood could be passed on to the 


butter.  Eventually people began to line the inside of the firkin with sheets of 


e far better, as there were no 


started buying smaller amounts of butter, instead of 


Butter businesses noticed this and started to use vegetable 


egetable 


eventually replaced firkins entirely, as it was seen as just as reliable a 


s, we use the foil and paper wrapping. Foil wrapping 


the outside foil layer 


mally cause the butter to 


t also helps keep out other flavours and tastes from other foods 


packaging, the butter were 


process. The packaging is printed 


from a packing machine. The butter is pumped out of another machine into the 


It then waits to be transported. 


. In the past, 


branding irons were used to stamp the name of the place where the butter was 


e also used to mark the block of butter in 


a similar way. Since the use of vegetable parchment and foil wrapping, the 


names of the butter brands have been printed onto the packaging as a form of 


make their own butter. The children 


poured into a large, 


tight glass jar. Allow the children to shake the jar vigorously. After some time, 


the different stages 


The liquid which separates from the butter is the buttermilk. Remove the buttermilk 


through a sieve using 


Place it on a sloping tray and squeeze any liquid out of the butter. Add some salt to the 


Shape the butter into a rectangular block.  


How does it taste? The butter can be ‘branded’ 


king butter and the end result.  


stics of various types of butter:  
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Extra Activities 


Name the object- Science Lesson 1.


Unscramble the words. 
 


 


 


Useful Links/ Bibliography/ Glossary


http://www.corkbutter.museum/


http://www.askaboutireland.ie/learning


places/cork-city/moments-in


Primary School Geography Curriculum


http://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/6e999e7b


76d98c277436/PSEC03b_Geography_Curriculum.pdf


Primary School History Curriculum


http://ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/Primary_History_Curriculum.pdf


Primary School Science Curriculum


http://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/346522bd


49b59fdb5505/PSEC03c_Science_Curriculum.pdf


 


 


 


 


 


Differentiation • Extra activities for early


• Oral language flashcards


Assessment • What 


• Teacher q


• Teacher obseravtion


Science Lesson 1. 


Useful Links/ Bibliography/ Glossary 


http://www.corkbutter.museum/ 


http://www.askaboutireland.ie/learning-zone/primary-students/looking


in-cork-city-hist/cork-butter-exchange 


Primary School Geography Curriculum 


http://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/6e999e7b-556a-4266-9e30


8c277436/PSEC03b_Geography_Curriculum.pdf 


Primary School History Curriculum 


http://ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/Primary_History_Curriculum.pdf


urriculum 


http://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/346522bd-f9f6-49ce-9676


49b59fdb5505/PSEC03c_Science_Curriculum.pdf 


Extra activities for early finishers. 


Oral language flashcards. 


What have I learned worksheet- Assessment of Learning


Teacher questioning. 


Teacher obseravtion. 


students/looking-at-


 


9e30-


http://ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/Curriculum/Primary_History_Curriculum.pdf 


9676-


ssment of Learning. 
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